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Technochoc

Oriol Balaguer takes
Anthony Ham up to
his lab to see what’s
on the slab.

W

HEN THE Spanish
master-chef Ferran Adria
speaks, the gastronomic
world sits up and takes notice. But
when he’s talking about a pastry chef
whose passion is chocolate and who
will be giving masterclasses at The
Melbourne Food and Wine Festival
in February, it’s the rest of us who
can’t help but lick our lips.
Oriol Balaguer has been
described by Adria as one of the
most all-round professionals Spain
has given the world of gastronomy
in the past 30 years. Adria ought to
know: Balaguer worked for seven
years as a pastry chef in Adria’s
team, including at El Bulli, before
striking out on his own.
Balaguer’s portfolio of awards is
formidable — among them Spain’s
best pastry chef and best dessert.
But no dish has so defined him
quite like his Seven Textures of
Chocolate, which won the coveted
best dessert in the world prize in
2001. “The dessert for lovers and
for those obsessed with chocolate,”
is how Balaguer has described it.
Complicated but made of simple
parts, the seven textures range from
caramel to creamy, from adaptations
of ice-cream and sorbet to mousse,
with a taste of Valencian oranges
and a subtle hint of biscuits.
Balaguer promises to lead
participants step-by-step through the
seven textures during the festival.
We meet in the august
surrounds of the Casino de Madrid,

an ornate 19th-century institution
with the air of an exclusive
gentlemen’s club in the heart of the
Spanish capital, on the eve of his
departure for Australia.
His father was a prize-winning
pastry chef and Balaguer remembers
what many of us would consider
the ideal childhood: “I was born
wrapped in the smell of chocolate. I
became impregnated with it.”
His apprenticeship under Adria
inspired him. “Working there helped
me to realise that confectionary and
pastry-making were lagging behind
the rest of Spanish cuisine.” The
most important thing he learned
was, he says, the belief that you can
always go one step further.
Balaguer talks about chocolate
with the passion of an artist and the
conviction of a scientist, blending
an awareness of the pleasure that
chocolate brings with the certainty
that some truths are self-evident.
His mantra is “the technology of
chocolate”.
“Everything has its techniques,
its science, its technology. Why not
chocolate?”
At his chocolate studio
in Barcelona, a chocolate
laboratory with its own research
and development department,
Balaguer the scientist explores and
experiments with texture and taste,
conjuring up desserts with names
such as Chocosalt, Atomic Egg and
Air Shuttle. He thinks nothing of
creating what he calls a concept
cake by mixing caramelised apple,
crunchy biscuits, cheese, rocket, oil,
salt and pepper, and then having the
temerity to call it a dessert.
At the same time, Balaguer
the artist views aesthetics as
fundamental to his craft. “The
taste and the product are the most

Masterpieces of Spanish chef Oriol
Balaguer bearing his signature
style — visual impact. The Spanish
Pantry (www.thespanishpantry.
com.au) distribute Balaguer’s
products in Australia.

important but I give so much
importance to the visual impact.
First impressions are among the
most important things in life.”
This twin desire to perfect every
dessert by tweaking its essential
properties, then making it jump off
the plate like a masterpiece from its
canvas is reflected in what he calls
his philosophy of desserts. “A dessert
must fuse distinct nuances —
product, taste, design, conceptuality
— and, of course, it must create joy.”
He loves nothing better than to take
“the memories of my childhood”
and create updated versions for the
21st century. Warming to his theme,
searching for a musical equivalent
to his work, Balaguer confesses
“there are moments when it could

be jazz, others classical music and,
occasionally, Bruce Springsteen”.
Take, for example, the sensory
feast that is Orange Oil with PX, a
Balaguer favourite. True to form, it
pays homage to Balaguer’s Spanish
roots even as he riffs on the theme.
To create the dish, Balaguer carried
a traditional dessert from Cordoba
in southern Spain to his studio
where he set to work, massaging
its ingredients and re-imagining
others. The result is a cake soup
“created with oil in its purest form,
gelatine of sweet wine by Pedro
Ximenez and another of honey, a
hint of vinegar, orange sorbet and
rock salt. There are always dishes
that you can keep on improving but
for me this one is perfect.”

Balaguer pauses, then smiles as
if savouring the taste. “Sublime.”
If dishes such as these seem
impossibly removed from the real
world of your own kitchen, Balaguer
disagrees.
“Some of these recipes can
be followed with a minimum of
knowledge and kitchen equipment.
But the best dish is not necessarily
one which has many ingredients
or which is technically complicated
to prepare. It’s much more
complicated to create a dessert with
three ingredients than it is with 10.”
His aim in Australia, he says,
is to share his knowledge and
passion for the world of chocolate.
In the process, participants in
his masterclasses will, he hopes,
“come to understand a little about
the technology, thanks to which we
are able to create sensations and
emotions through chocolate”.
Balaguer is about to disappear
into the Casino de Madrid’s kitchen
to prepare a meal as part of Madrid
Fusion, one of Spain’s leading
gastronomic festivals. Before he
leaves, I ask what can possibly be
left for a man who, aged just 36, has
already worked in the kitchens of the
world’s best restaurant and won his
profession’s ultimate prize.
Balaguer’s answer makes it all
sound so simple: “In life, everything
has its limits and this applies
to gastronomy as well. But with
chocolate there are still so many
things left to create. The possibilities
are endless.”
Oriol Balaguer will host a Langham
Melbourne masterclass on March 1
and 2. He will also create sweet treats
for a six-course feast at Vue de monde
on March 2. Chef and owner Shannon
Bennett will prepare savoury courses.

SPEND THE DAY WITH FOUR OF THE WORLD’S BEST CHEFS
LANGHAM MELBOURNE

• TASTE THEIR CREATIONS
• HEAR THEIR SECRETS
• WATCH THEIR TECHNIQUES

FORMER MASTER AND
APPRENTICE

THE UK & USA’S MOST
INFLUENTIAL FEMALE CHEFS

WHEN Sat 1 and Sun 2 March 2008,
9.00am – 3.00pm

Michel Roux – The Waterside Inn
Britain’s greatest chef - three Michelin
stars for an astounding 23 years.

Skye Gyngell – Petersham
Nursery Café
The UK’s most talked about cook.

Donovan Cooke – ex est, est, est

Gabrielle Hamilton – Prune

Unprecedented two-time Melbourne
Chef of the Year - 2003 and 2004
returns from Hong Kong.

New York’s best loved chef straight
from the East Village.

WHERE The Langham, Melbourne,
Southbank
HOW MUCH $295 for a full day,
$550 for two days.
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
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